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these two are similar to the standard
version but with a different interior. this
could be useful for train simulator fans with
a restricted budget. the colours are
included in the pack and also in
combination with the standard version and
dark grey engines. the models can also be
ordered with a number of different liveries
and liveries can be changed during the
game to look like the originals. for
example, a siebenbürgen locomotive can
be delivered in british railways suburban
livery (first picture). the first machines of
the series ec 10 were delivered in 1952 at
the locomotive builder's harz/betriebswerk
niederau (hungarian) (l▼z) in niederau in
saxony in east germany. one of the
locomotives was assigned to the royal
house of saxe-weimar-eisenach and was
used for official ceremonial train duties. the
other three locomotives had to serve in the
east german railways (eisenbahn der ddr)
as heavy shunting locomotives. after being
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retired from services in the early 1960s,
the locomotives were either sold to a scrap
dealer in the west or transferred to the stb
but the db required about three of them.
the same type were also delivered by the
hungaro-elektrárok (le), the hungarian
locomotive works (láv) in moscvo, russia, in
1971. in 1952 the order was for the first
locomotive to be delivered at the škoda
factory at linz in austria as no. 81065. the
prototype locomotive had also been named
škoda 81065 and as there was already a
similar locomotive in the gdr it was decided
to name the new locomotive "schkoda
81065". it was fully equipped with
electronic and mechanical systems, the
first db locomotive to be so equipped. it
proved to be a very successful prototype
for its electrical and mechanical systems. it
was transferred to berlin-zehlendorf depot
for tests. unfortunately, the first trains
made by the loco were not very reliable
and could not be used for heavy freight
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trains. for this reason, only the department
of the ag veb numerische reichsnähe had a
locomotive and the volkszeitung
newspaper reported that only two of the
sixty units made by the škoda factory were
in use.
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on 25 april 2015, a new locomotive of the
db class 106.1 family took the place of the
locomotive 009.121 of the db class 106.0

family. it is the 80th locomotive of this
family and the last locomotive of db in the

world. the locomotive is housed in a special
livery with a yellow, black and grey color
scheme. it can be seen as a successor of

the previous db class 206.3. the new
locomotive took place on the line from
berlin to brandenburg. the train will be

transferred to the line from berlin to
munich on may 26th, 2015. the locomotive
is very high comfort and the appearance is
significantly more modern and attractive

than the predecessor. the locomotive has a
spectacular size. in addition, the

equipment is similar to the class 206.3
locomotives with the small power. the
width of the unit is 2.28 meters. it will
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continue operation on the line in
southwestern germany. for this line, it is
not necessary to buy a new good track
because the current track, which was

designed for this locomotive, was put in a
low-speed test. it is planned to change the
locomotive's power for the final form. the
total initial costs of the new locomotive
were € 120 million. the locomotive was

built by deutsche beförderungen gmbh in
frankfurt, known as db deutsche

bundesbahn or db-bb. in may 2013, it was
possible to move the locomotive to the
track in the frankfurt-hahn tunnel. on

december 16, 2015, the locomotive moved
on the rail line in duisburg, placing it in the

deutsche bahn hall of fame. in february
2016, the locomotive was moved to
frankfurt for further work, and in the
summer of 2016 it was returned to

duisburg. 5ec8ef588b
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